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1. Stay Connected to Your Village. The key to entrepreneurial success is being connected to a community and village that can 

help your business thrive. Not only do our business ideas need to be understood, cultivated, and challenged, but we also need to 
be in spaces where people “get us”. #WereYourTribe #BlackWomenAboutBiz 

 
2. Seek help and wisdom--Don’t do this alone. “Mentorship is ‘oxygen’ for black female  professionals.” Seek relevant 

mentorship, advisors and business coaches to help groom you for success provides strategic business advice and assists you 
with the tools to negotiate and conquer the corporate terrain. 

 

3. Save Yourself-Get Out Of Our Own Way. Take time to do the internal work, removing limiting beliefs oftentime rooted in 

racism. This can manifest in self hatred, being in direct opposition with people who look like you, having a ‘crabs in the bucket’ 
mentality, and more. The success of your business depends on you doing this work.  

 

4. Show me the money. Knowing how to access the right kinds of funding could be the difference between your success and 

someone else’s. Learning how to value yourself, your product, and/or service is key to building your business revenue.  
 

5. Sister-Work Makes the Dream Work. “Collaboration is the key to black female entrepreneurship success.” (Martha Cooper 

Hudson).  Collaboration is a powerful tool when we learn how to leverage our networks to build strength, stability, and capital.  
 

6. Stabilize and Scale. On average black female owned businesses make $35,000 in revenue per year. Despite the fact Black 

women are among the fastest growing groups of women-owned businesses in the country.  It is important that we learn how to 
stabilize and scale our businesses, transition our side hustle to a full time hustle, or make the revenue we so desperately 
deserve.  

Black Women About Business was created exclusively with you in mind! Follow us at blackwomen_biz, visit us on the web 
                      at www.blackwomenboutbiz.com, and contact us directly at info@blackwomenaboutbiz.com or 269-459-2565.  
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